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For Information

Czechoslovak Situation

After hours of delay, the six nations at the Bratislava Summit issued a declaration which pledged "repeated efforts against bourgeois ideology and all anti-socialist forces." Progress can only be made, the declaration said, if the fraternal parties strictly and consistently strengthen the leading role of the party. As a concession to the Czechs, the declaration noted that "each fraternal party takes into consideration national peculiarities and conditions," and is cooperating on the basis of "respect for sovereignty." The "aggressive activities of the United States and the Federal German Republic" were cited.

The generally uninformative and ideologically prickly declaration will not please the Czech public - who openly booed Ulbricht on his way to the signing. However, Foreign Minister Hajek told a news conference the declaration "reaffirms the principle on non-interference in internal affairs," and that there are "no foreign troops in Czechoslovakia" and "no need for any.

We have detected no substantial change yet in troop dispositions ringing the country.

The declaration says there will soon be another summit on bloc economic relations.

Dubcek is expected to address the Czech people again tomorrow - no doubt to reassure them that the January revolution was successfully defended, but that firm allegiance to the bloc is necessary.
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